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Processing (in)alienable possessions at the syntax/semantics interface Chien-Jer Charles Lin National Taiwan Normal University [email protected] Abstract This chapter explores the syntax, semantics, and the online processing of (in)alienable nouns. An inalienable noun is inherently relational, taking a syntactic argument and assigning the thematic role of possessor to this argument. An alienable possessive relation is composed by inserting a functional phrase headed by a context-dependent variable. Self-paced reading evidence suggested that possessive relations involving inalienable nouns are more easily constructed than those involving alienable nouns. Key words: inalienable and alienable possession; possessive phrase; noun phrase; sentence processing; syntax/semantics interface.
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1 Introduction: Interface properties of alienability and possession Possession is an important predicative function commonly expressed in human languages. It is expressed in the verbal domain, via lexical verbs such as have and be as in John has a car and C’est livre est de Charles ‘This book is of Charles (literal translation)’ and in the nominal domain, via possessive noun phrases such as John’s car and the car of John. In this chapter, we focus on possessive relations expressed by predication involving nominal phrases. In particular, we discuss the syntax and semantics associated with alienable and inalienable nouns and how possessive relations regarding (in)alienability is constructed in online sentence comprehension. Possession is used here as a cover term for a wide range of relations held between nominal entities. The phrase the girl’s professor, for example, can have many plausible interpretations, which are partially listed in (1).



(1) the girl’s professor: a. the person who teaches the girl as a professor in college b. the professor that the girl assisted c. the professor that the girl is checking out on the internet d. the professor that the girl writes about
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Possessive constructions serve to associate two noun phrases without specifying exactly how this relation should be interpreted. Nevertheless, certain interpretations seem to be dominant over others. For instance, within a neutral context, the girl’s professor is preferably interpreted as the professor of the girl in college in (1a), rather than the professor that the girl writes about in (1d) though the latter is perfectly plausible. Therefore, it seems that certain semantic relations are more preferably adopted between noun phrases linked by a genitive marker. In general, relations such as kinships terms, ownership, part/whole, and agentivity, are the preferred interpretations in comparison with other pragmatically motivated interpretations. That is, the interpretations in the (a)-s in (2-4) are preferred in comparison with those in the (b)-s.



(2) the boy’s mother: a. the woman who is the female parent of the boy b. the mother who the boy was painting a portrait of (3) the boy’s hand: a. the hand on the arm of the boy b. the hand of a sculpture that the boy was sketching (4) the boy’s essay: a. the essay that they boy wrote
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b. the essay by E. B. White that they boy will talk about in class



Due to the range of plausible interpretations in these possessive phrases, how to reach a correct interpretation based on the underlying syntactic and semantic representations becomes a crucial issue. Such possessive relations are analogical to the thematic properties and the syntactic realization of arguments associated with verbs. A verb associates with nominal entities in a sentence by building thematic relations and assigning grammatical functions. The verb break (x, y), for example, takes two syntactic arguments, assigning the thematic role of agent to one participant and that of patient to the other. A crucial linguistic inquiry has been how to match the thematic participant roles with the syntactic realizations of arguments as subjects and objects in a sentence. That is, how do we know that in the sentence John broke the vase, the subject John is the breaker, while in The vase broke, the subject the vase is the breakee? This has been the central topic of the lexical semantics literature (Baker, 1997; Borer, 2003; Grimshaw, 1990; Hale and Keyser, 1993; 2002; Jackendoff, 1997; Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1991; 1995; 2005; Ritter and Rosen, 1996; among others).1 In the domain of noun phrases, the initial focus has been placed upon nouns that are derived from verbs, creating nominalizations that are clause-like. A classic example of such a kind concerns how the enemy’s destruction of the city is a nominalized counterpart of the 1



See especially Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2005) for a comprehensive review of the complexity of thematic



relations and argument realizations.
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enemy destroyed the city, while the city’s destruction is the counterpart of the city was destroyed (Chomsky, 1970; see also Chapter 3 of Grimshaw, 1990). The issue of thematic roles and argument realization is complicated by an apparent mismatch between syntax and semantics. Previous research has attempted to resolve such mismatch by postulating layers of structures (with functional projections such as CAUSE and BECOME) to move the basegenerated arguments into, and/or adopting general mapping principles between grammatical functions and semantic roles (e.g., thematic hierarchy; Bresnan and Kanerva, 1989; Dowty, 1991; Grimshaw, 1990; Larson, 1988; see especially Chapter 6 of Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 2005, for a critical review). In this chapter, we look at a specific group of nouns, including kinship terms and body parts, which are inherently relational. These nouns are not derived from verbs, so their relational nature cannot have resulted from the argument structure of verbs. It is, therefore, reasonable to analyze these nouns as inherently relational like verbs. They are relational in the sense that they create a relation between an implicit argument, which is encoded by the noun itself, and another entity, which can be interpreted as the possessor of the noun. In some languages, these nouns are morphologically marked as relational. In Chatino—an Otomangean language of the Zapotecan family, for instance, “body parts, body pain and body fluids, family members, and certain concrete possessions like houses and clothes, as well as certain abstract possessions like language and memory, require the
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possessor to follow directly the NP being possessed, while all alienable nouns require the presence of the prespotion ji?i between the noun being possessed and the possessor (Carleton and Waksler, 2000: 392).” The following Chatino examples (cited from Carleton & Waksler, 2000: 392) illustrate this difference:



(5) yane kuna?a neck woman ‘woman’s neck’ (6) ike ni?i head house ‘the house’s roof’ (7) xolo? ji?i Jua knife of Juan ‘Juan’s knife’



In many other languages (e.g., Chinese, English, Japanese, French), alienable and inalienable nouns are not overtly distinguishable. It is these languages without overt markings on possessive alienability that we focus on. These languages are particularly interesting because even though the relational nouns are not morphologically distinct, there remain
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unique semantic and syntactic properties associated with these nouns. Patterns of sentence comprehension with these nouns provide evidence that corroborates this distinction. As discussed so far, we need an account for why the inalienable interpretations in possessive constructions, such as (2) and (3), take dominance over the alienable interpretations. In the following sections, we discuss the semantic and syntactic characteristics of inalienable nouns (sections 2 and 3) as distinct from those of alienable nouns. We further provide sentence processing evidence for the distinction between relational and non-relational nouns. The analyses shed light on the inalienable/alienable distinction as a distinction between arguments and adjuncts as well as one lying between syntax and semantics.



2 The semantics of possession In Barker’s (1995) treatment of possessive descriptions, nouns can be distinguished into those that express intrinsic possessive relations (e.g., pet) and those that construct possessive relations extrinsically (e.g., animal). The denotation of pet presupposes the existence of an owner that takes an animal as a pet. It is a two-place predicate, relating a possessor argument and an animal that is possessed as a pet. An animal, on the other hand, composes a one-place predicate and is itself argument-complete without requiring an additional possessor argument. This distinction is characterized by the contrastive grammaticality in (8-9):
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(8) Lexical possession: a. a pet of John b. John’s pet (9) Extrinsic possession: a. an animal (*of John) b. John’s animal



Postnominal possessives in English can only be used with relational nouns, such as kinship terms, since the nominal head is obligatorily supplied with an internal argument. Given that animal does not take an internal argument, an animal of John in (9a) is ill-formed. Prenominal possessives like (8b) and (9b) take both intrinsic and extrinsic possessive arguments depending on at which level the possession is formed. In prenominal possessions, therefore, the two nominal arguments hold an ambiguous relation. Lexical possession is formed at the level internal to the noun phrase, creating an inherent inalienable relation. Extrinsic possession is obtained by coercing a relation between the possessee and the possessor based on the pragmatic context. Thus, while John’s pet can mean either ‘the pet owned by John (i.e., lexical possession)’ or ‘the pet (of someone else) that John is taking care of (i.e., extrinsic possession with the internal argument suppressed),’ John’s animal
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exclusively denotes an animal that is not possessed by John but is related to John in some way based on the context (i.e., extrinsic possession). Barker (1995: 54) represents the meaning of lexical possession as (10), and that of extrinsic possession as (11). R stands for a 2-place predicate, while P stands for a one-place relation. π stands for the extrinsic possessive relation, which is interpreted based on the context.



(10)



Lexical possession: λR[R]



(11)



Extrinsic possession: λPλxλy[π(x, y) ∧ P(y)]



The notion of relational nouns is often discussed under the rubric of inalienable possessions. Vergnaud and Zubizarreta (1992: 596) referred to inalienable nouns as “inherently defined in terms of another object, of which it is a part” and involving “argument dependency in lexical representations [italics original].” Accordingly, inalienable nouns take semantic arguments at the lexical level, assigning the role of POSSESSOR to the obligatory arguments that they take. Body-part terms are the “inherent, universal” inalienable nouns, with the extended categories including “nouns for clothes, kinship terms, picture nouns, and
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still others (Vergnaud and Zubizarreta, 1992: 597).” In this chapter, we focus exclusively on body parts and kinship terms.2 Based on argument saturation at the lexical level and the additional discourse-linked operator π for interpreting extrinsic possessions, the asymmetry presented in (2-4) has a representational explanation. For inalienable nouns such as mother and hand, a genitive construction naturally takes the available argument as the possessor, satiating the possessor argument requirement at the lexical level of possession. The secondary discourse-motivated interpretations can be construed only when the required possessor argument is suppressed and a discourse-bound operator π is coerced into existence.3



3 Alienability and syntactic alternations As discussed in the previous section, inalienable nouns subcategorize for an internal possessor argument at the lexical level of the representation (Alexiadou, 2003; Castiillo, 2001; EspañolEchevarria, 1997). Because of this subcategorizational difference, inalienable and alienable
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It is worth noting, however, that inalienable possessions, though seemingly conceptually based, are not direct



reflections of people’s encyclopedic knowledge about such relations in the world. The distinction between inalienable and alienable possessives is at least partially idiosyncratic and grammatical. Barker (1995: 59) exemplified this point by stating that the concept of human, though presupposing the existence of a person and the existence of his parents and grandparents, does not encode such relations as part of the lexical knowledge. The term child, as a lexical possessive, would emphasize the possessive relation between a human being and his parents. 3



Barker (2008: 7) analyzes this process as applying a detransitivizing type shifter Ex and then applying the



“pragmatically-controlled relational variable” π.
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nouns diverge in syntax. In (12), for instance, only inalienable nouns such as body parts can appear in secondary predicates, not alienable nouns. In (13b), when the possessor of a kinship term cannot be identified, this sentence is ungrammatical.



(12)



a. Mary kicked John on the leg. b. *Mary kicked John on the door.



(13)



a. A man came into the room. b. *A son came into the room.4 c. Mary's son came into the room. d. Mary has a son.



Previous syntactic literature on alienability (see review in Antrim, 1996) generally agrees that inalienable nouns take arguments. This argument, if unpronounced, has to be bound by an antecedent at a higher level—either in the same sentence or in the discourse. In (13c) and (13d), the possessor argument is bound by Mary. The possessor appears at the specifier position of the possessive DP in (13c), and at the specifier of the sentential CP in (13d).
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Given enough contextual information about the possessor, however, this sentence can still become more



acceptable as in A son came into the room to look for his mother.
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Notably, what is crucial in sentences with inalienable nouns is a hierarchical ccommanding relation between a possessor argument and the noun itself, not the linear precedence of the possessor relative to the inalienable noun. In Lin (2006), I demonstrated that in Mandarin possessive relative clauses, where the relative clauses precede the head nouns, a kinship term that appears inside a relative clause at the sentence-initial position as in (14a) can linearly precede its possessor argument (i.e. the head of the relative clause). This sentence is nevertheless grammatical because the inalienable noun is c-commanded by the head-noun, which is at a higher structural position. (14b), however, is ungrammatical because the possessor argument of the inalienable noun is not bound by any c-commanding antecedent.



(14)



a. 女兒被卡車撞死的那位校長感到痛心。5 nyuer



bei kache zhuangsi de nawei xiaozhang gandao



daughter BEI truck hit-dead REL that



president feel



tongxin heart-broken



'The president whose daughter was hit dead by a truck was heart-broken.' b. *女兒被卡車撞死。 nyuer 5



bei kache zhuangsi



Abbreviations used in the transliteration: ACC: accusative case; BEI: passive marker in Mandarin; CL:



classifier; DEC: declarative marker; GEN: genitive case; NOM: nominative case; PST: past tense; REL: relativizer.
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daughter BEI truck



hit-dead



'Daughter was hit dead by a truck.'



A natural consequence of the analysis that an inalienable noun takes a syntactic argument is that the possessor argument is subcategorized for and receives its theta role at the lower base-generated position close to the inalienable noun. This argument can later undergo movement to higher positions to check cases. Researchers have referred to this 6



movement as possessor extraction or possessor raising. Such possessor raising can occur across predicate boundaries such as those of secondary predicates. In the following, we provide examples where secondary predications involving alienable and inalienable nouns have distinct syntactic realizations in three languages—Japanese, Korean, and Chinese.



In Japanese, the alienability of a noun phrase predicts the availability of possessor raising in classifier phrases. Only when the embedded noun after the genitive marker is inalienable (like ude ‘arms’ in 15c) is it possible to raise the secondary predicate containing the possessor noun phrase to the pre-classifier position. Note that in (15), nin is a classifier for person (thus classifying over gakusei ‘student’ and tomodati ‘friend’). While (15a) is naturally well-formed, the contrastive grammaticality of (15b) and (15c)
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See Castillo (2001) for a typological review of possessor raising across languages.
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demonstrates that only inalienable nouns can appear inside these secondary predicates, which are at the pre-classifier positions.



(15)



a. gakusei ga



3-nin kita.



student NOM 3-CL came ‘Three students came.’ b. *[tomodati no kuruma] ga friend



GEN



3-nin kosyousita.



car NOM 3-CL broke down



‘Three friends’ cars broke down.’ c. [tomodati no friend



ude] ga



3-nin oreta.



GEN arm NOM 3-CL broke



‘Three friends’ arms broke.’ (Kikuchi 1994: 84, cited from Ogawa, 2001: 10)



Analogous examples are drawn from the “multiple object construction” in Korean (Choe, 1987: 101, cited in Ogawa, 2001: 6), in which only body parts are allowed to appear in secondary predicates:
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(16)



a. Chelsoo ka



Yenghilul



noon lul



po-at-ta.



Chelsoo NOM Yenghi-ACC eye ACC see-PST-DEC ‘Chelsoo saw Yenghi’s eye.’ b. *Chelsoo ka



Yenghilul



kwaja lul



mek-et-ta.



Chelsoo NOM Yenghi-ACC cookie ACC eat-PST-DEC ‘Chelsoo ate Yenghi’s cookie.’



In the Japanese and Korean examples (15-16), only inalienable nouns can appear in secondary predicates. Similar patterns are found in Mandarin Chinese. The grammaticality of sentences with secondary predicates embedded in Mandarin BA constructions is determined by the alienability of the embedded noun phrase. The Mandarin BA construction has the linear structure of (17). Semantically, the first DP denotes the do-er, and the second DP the do-ee. The VP embedded within the BA-phrase can be taken as a secondary predicate with DP2 moving from an object position lower than the VP.7



(17)



7



DP1 BA DP2 VP tDP2



See Li (2006) for a comprehensive review of the syntax of Mandarin BA.
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The examples in (18) show that when the alienable and inalienable nouns appear inside a possessive phrase headed by the genitive marker de in Mandarin (similar to ’s in English denoting both internal and external possessions), all three DPs—his two legs, his drumstick, and his lecture—can appear as DP2 in a verb phrase headed by break. (18a-c) are well-formed both semantically and syntactically. However, among the three sentences, only (18a), in which the noun is inalienable, has a grammatical counterpart in (19).



(18)



a. 我把他的雙腿打斷。 wo ba ta de I BA he GEN



shuang tui daduan two leg break



‘I broke his two legs.’ b.



我把他的鼓棒打斷。 wo ba ta de I



gubang daduan



BA he GEN drumstick break



‘I broke his drum stick.’ c.



我把他的演講打斷。 wo ba ta de I



yanjiang daduan



BA he GEN lecture



break



‘I broke (interfered) his lecture.’ 17



(19)



a. 我把他打斷雙腿。 wo ba ta daduan shuang tui I BA he break



two leg



‘I broke his two legs. (lit. I broke him two legs.)’ b.



*我把他打斷鼓棒。 wo ba ta daduan gubang I



BA he break drumstick



‘I broke his drum sticks.’ c.



*我把他打斷演講。 wo ba I



ta daduan yanjiang



BA he break lecture



‘I broke (interfered) his lecture.’



Such contrasts in grammaticality can be accounted for by postulating a possessor argument subcategorized for by shuangtui 'the two legs' in the secondary predicate of (19a). This argument position licenses a dependency between the possessor ta ‘he’ (i.e., DP2), which has been raised onto the specifier position above the VP to receive case. The
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lack of this possessor argument in (19b) and (19c) broaches the dependency between DP2 and a trace inside the VP, thus contributing to the ungrammaticality.8 Putting together evidence from the syntax and semantics associated with alienable and inalienable nouns, we propose a structure like the following, where inalienable nouns are like intransitive verbs. They take an argument at the specifier position, composing a narrow inalienable possessive interpretation given the thematic assignment of the possessor role to the nominal argument according to the subcategorization of the relational noun.9



(20)



Structure of inalienable nouns INP [-alienable]



[possessor]



IN’ IN (inalienable noun)



Alienable nouns do not subcategorize for a possessor argument. Therefore alienable possessive phrases are constructed as a functional phrase taking the alienable noun as the complement and another DP at the specifier position as the external possessor. This functional
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The grammaticality judgments in this article are based on the intuition of Mandarin speakers in Taiwan.



Similar observations were also made by Cheng and Ritter (1987). 9



Similarly, adopting the distinction between S-syntax and L-syntax of Hale and Keyser (1991), it has been



proposed that inalienable possessions are at the level of L-syntax, and alienable possessions at S-syntax. Suzuki (1997), for instance, proposed a structure where y is a relational head that takes the possessor at the specifier position and the possessee (i.e. the inalienable noun itself) as the complement.
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phrase is headed by a relational variable π, which is then interpreted based on the context. The proposed syntactic representation for alienable possessive phrases is provided in (21):



(21)



Structure of alienable nouns PossP



DP (possessor)



Poss’



Poss



NP



de [π]



N [+alienable]



Note that the distinction between (20) and (21) is parallel to the distinction between argument saturation and adjunct modification.10 In the next section, we examine the processing consequences of these different representations.



4 Processing alienable and inalienable possessions: A self-paced reading experiment A sentence-comprehension experiment was conducted to investigate the processing of possessive relations. We hypothesize that inalienable noun phrases such as kinship terms subcategorize for a possessor argument. This argument position facilitates the integration of a possessor argument in a sentence as the possessor noun can tightly integrate into the thematic 10



See Pylkkänen and McElree (2006: 547-548) for a review on processing differences between arguments and



adjuncts.
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grid created by the inalienable noun. Possessive relations involving alienable nouns, on the other hand, would require additional integration costs because the possessive relation is not already coded within these alienable noun phrases and an additional functional phrase needs to be coerced, with the operator heading the functional phrase (π) being bound by a dominant relation in the context. The experiment reported below consisted of self-paced readings of sentences in that contain Chinese possessive relative clauses like the following:



(22)



Possessor Relative Clause in Mandarin Chinese 女兒打翻水的那位先生嗓門很大 _ nyuer dafan shui



de



daughter spill water REL



nawei xiansheng sangmen hen da that



guy



voice



very loud



‘The guy whose daughter spilled the water has a loud voice.’



Relative clauses in Chinese are prenominal; the relativized gaps are bound by head nouns that follow the relative clauses. In a possessive relative clause like (22), the head noun xiansheng ‘guy’ serves as the possessor of nyuer ‘daughter’ inside the relative clause. A
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relativized gap is located at the possessee position.11 The parser needs to construct possessive relations between the head noun and a noun phrase in the sentences. Reading time data allow us to see whether the alienability of the possessee noun phrase affects how possessive relations are constructed. The following experimental results support the alienable/inalienable distinction in Mandarin nouns. 4.1 Participants Twenty-four undergraduate students (6 males, 18 females) from National Cheng-Chi University were paid to participate in the experiment. All participants were native speakers of Mandarin Chinese, who were exposed to Mandarin since birth. The participants had normal vision, and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. 4.2 Materials The experimental materials were passive possessive relative clauses, where the first noun in the sentence was a possessee and the head noun of the relative clause was the possessor.12 In the inalienable condition, the first noun phrase was headed by an inalienable noun (i.e., a



11



In Lin (2006) and Lin (2008), I showed that the parser is sensitive to the different structural positions of the



possessee in a possessive relative clause, suggesting that a relativized gap does exist at the positions of the possessee noun phrases. When the possessee is at a higher structural position (e.g., the subject) thus being closer to the possessor head, the processing of a possessive dependency is easier. 12



We adopted possessive relative clauses of the passive (BEI) construction in Chinese because, according to Lin



(2006) and Lin, Fong, and Bever (2005), possessive relative clauses with passives (where the possessor gap is located at the subject position) are most comprehensible among the different kinds of possessive relative clauses compared. That is, the dependency between the possessor head noun and a possessor gap at the subject position is constructed more efficiently than one between the head noun and a possessor gap at a lower object position.
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kinship term). In the alienable condition, the first noun was alienable (i.e., a non kinship personal term). Examples of the materials are provided in (23-24):



(23)



Condition A: Inalienable kinship terms 父親 被 警察



抓走 的



fuqin bei jingcha zhuazou de father BEI police take



總裁



顯得 十分



zongcai



慌張。



xiande shifen huangzhang



REL chairperson appear very nervous



‘The chairperson whose father was taken by the police appeared very nervous.’ (24)



Condition B: Alienable non-kinship personal terms 員工



被



警察



抓走 的



yuangong bei jingcha zhuazou de empolyee BEI police



take



總裁



顯得 十分



慌張。



zongcai xiande shifen huangzhang



REL chairperson appear very



nervous



‘The chairperson whose employee was taken by the police appeared very nervous.’



Twenty-four pairs of sentences were created; the pairs of nouns used across conditions were matched for word frequency and plausibility of possessive relations.13 The materials



13



The items in this experiment were tested and equated on the plausibility of possessive relations. In a separate



experiment, participants were asked to decide on the plausibility of possessive relations between nominal pairs. Each trial presented a sentence, which states a possessive relation between two nouns (e.g., The doctor has a
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were arranged by a Latin-Square design, so that each participant only read one sentence in either condition A or condition B. In addition to the target sentences, 122 filler sentences of various syntactic types were included as distracters. 4.3 Procedure A self-paced reading experiment, with a moving-window presentation, was conducted using Linger 2.94 developed by Doug Rohde at MIT. No spaces were inserted between words or phrases since the standard writing of Chinese does not contain spaces. All materials were presented randomly, with consecutive occurrences of the target items avoided. After the last word of each sentence, the whole sentence disappeared. A comprehension question on the content of that sentence appeared. The comprehension question can either be a true/false question or a multiple-choice question. No feedback was given if the participant response was correct. Participants were instructed to read the sentences at a natural rate, and to understand the sentences in order to answer the comprehension questions correctly. Twelve practice trials were presented before the main section started. The reading time for each region, the time taken to answer the comprehension questions, and the responses to the comprehension questions were recorded. Participants took a break every 50 sentences. The whole experiment took 20 to 25 minutes to complete. daughter/patient; the chairperson has a(n) father/employee), on the computer screen. The participants determined if such relations were possible. The results showed no significant differences on response times between inalienable nouns and alienable nouns, suggesting that the plausibility of possessive relations was not an interfering factor in this experiment.
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4.4 Results and Discussion The comprehension accuracies did not differ across conditions (93.06% for sentences with inalienable nouns; 90.63% for sentences with alienable nouns). The average reading times of each region were compared across conditions. The regions in the experimental sentences were coded as in (25).



(25)



N1 父親／員工



BEI N2 被 警察



V1



DE



N3



抓走



的



總裁



fuqin/yuangong bei jingcha zhuazou de father/employee BEI police take



zongcai



V2 顯得十分慌張。 xiande-shifen-huangzhang



REL chairperson appear-very-nervous



‘The chairperson whose father/employee was taken by the police appeared very nervous.’



By-region RTs are presented in Figure 1. Paired-sample t-tests were performed on the byregion reading times of the two conditions. Alienability had a significant effect on N3 (the head noun) both by subject analysis (t(23) = 3.33, p < 0.01) and by item analysis (t(23) = 2.28, p < 0.05). No other regions showed significant differences (ts < 1.62, ps > 0.12). These results supported the effect of inalienability on processing. Sentences with inalienable nouns were read faster on the head noun, i.e., the possessor region, than sentences with alienable nouns.
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----------------------------------------------Insert Figure 1 about here. -----------------------------------------------



Notably, the RT difference was not found directly on the alienable and inalienable nouns (N1), indicating that alienable and inalienable nouns did not differ in reading times by themselves. The significant differences were found on the head-noun region (N3), where the integration effect (between a head noun and its trace) takes place. N3 is also where the possessor argument of N1 is located and where the possessive relation between N1 and N3 is constructed. Since the N3s for both inalienable and alienable conditions are identical, the reading-time difference on this region should be due to the differences in integrating the alienable/inalienable noun with the possessor noun (N3). Sentences with inalienable N1s were read more quickly on the head nouns than those with alienable N1s. These experimental results were consistent with the syntactic and semantic analyses provided in previous sections, that possessive relations involving inalienable nouns are more easily constructed since the possessor noun phrase directly saturates the argument requirement of the relational noun. Possessions involving alienable nouns are more
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consuming to construct because an additional functional phrase needs to be inserted, postulating a context-dependent variable (π) at the possessive head for semantic interpretation.



5 Concluding remarks In this chapter, we provided linguistic and processing evidence for the existence of thematic relations between inalienable nouns and their possessors. Inalienable nouns appear in constructions where a possessor argument c-commands its trace position within secondary predicates. The lack of such a position in the secondary predicate keeps alienable nouns from being c-commanded by a possessor argument in these constructions. Semantically, an inalienable noun assigns the thematic role of possessor to its argument, while an alienable possessive relation is constructed by coercing a context-dependent relation between the external possessor and the alienable noun. Experiments of sentence processing demonstrate that inalienable nouns are indeed processed differently from alienable nouns. The parser is more efficient in associating a possessor with an inalienable noun than with an alienable noun. This advantage of possessive integration is observed on head nouns that hold possessive relations with kinship terms. Both the linguistic and processing evidence, therefore, suggest that inalienable nouns are inherently relational, subcategorizing for a possessor argument. The relational property of an inalienable noun produces restrictions on its syntax, the dominant
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interpretations in semantics, and processing patterns that are distinct from those of alienable nouns.
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Figure 1. Reading times of sentences differing on the alienability of N1. :
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